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                On   Saturday, thanks to our shared 
carers I was able to spend a really nice afternoon 
with David and Helen. We had all been under the 
weather with a sickness bug and the cold but my 
other two felt well enough to venture out in the 
late afternoon. They both had money to spend 
curtesy of Grandad Jim and Helen in particular 
just couldn't wait to get into the town. 
Unfortunately Jen had been hit hard with the 
sickness bug and was in bed. On the way down 
into town we could hear special guest singer 
Ferdinand Rennie warming up, his voice filling the 
town. 



We met Alison from the Art Class and she gave Helen 
and David some glow sticks to wave as darkness 
descended. The town was packed and we made our way 
to the stage to be entertained prior to the big switch on 
of the lights. There was dancers, the Salvation Army 
brass ensemble, as well as various singers. The MC kept 
events rolling along and Helen and David seemed to 
enjoy the various acts. We took a short break for hot 
chocolate and cola before the lights were switched on. 
Thanks to some kind folk we managed to get back into 
our original place at the side of the stage. We heard a 
song from a local lad singing a Paulao Nutini song and 
then a glamorous young woman who had been on the X 
Factor performed. Helen seemed suitably impressed with 
her! 
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After the lights went on we all cheered as 
the town was lit up. We made our way 
through the town and into the local toy shop 
where Helen not only spent her money but 
managed to get some extra cash from me 
too. David decided to keep his money for 
another day. When we got home David 
helped his sister set up her new toy while I 
prepared tea. It was a relaxing evening and 
a rare chance for some quality time with my 
other two!





Andy meanwhile was enjoying an exciting trip to Oban and 
the soft play centre. As I have explained before some 
activities, like the switching on of the lights, would present 
difficulties for him. David and Helen have missed out on 
many events over the years as well as having to leave events 
early or to change our plans at short notice. It is great to be 
able to attend conventional events and activities with them 
sometimes and give them the same level of parental support 
that most of their friends have.  
  We have been doing some preparation with Andy for 
Christmas but slowly and at a pace that is not overwhelming 
for him. We hope to all be ready for a trip to see Santa on 
the Jingle bus this coming week.I look forward to reporting 
on more of our festive activities! 
 
I.B.A. 




